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the final two chapters are concerned with the recording of live music, and the final chapter is about the mastering
of tape. for those who have been away from the studio for some time, the contents of these chapters will come as a
revelation, and if you have been in the business for a while, they will doubtless be of interest as a quick and 'brown-

bag' refresher. the chapter on live sound is particularly good, as it covers some of the practical aspects of mic
technique (mostly from the perspective of the engineer), and has several illuminating examples. chapter 10 is all

about the performance stage of the mastering process. we see the advantages of manual processing, and the
situation where we have to resort to more automated techniques. but we also get a review of the main tools of the
trade: the big commercial mastering consoles as well as more affordable box systems. this is followed by a short

section on the use of spectral analysis in mastering, before returning to the performance stage of the process. the
famous digital mastering processes, through the use of equalisation, compression, reverb and dynamics are all

described in depth, but they are not followed with any guidelines on how to use them. so, there follows a 'practical
guide' to digital mastering, which starts with a brief section on the types of digital systems, from computer-based
workstations to box systems, and then goes on to explain the principles of digital mastering and the various signal

processing techniques involved. the book concludes with a section on the use of computers in mastering.
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there are lots of practical explanations, and a great deal of content that will be useful to anyone who is serious
about mastering audio, but also has to live with the sometimes incomprehensible jargon. i have used it as a

reference book and have also used it as a first port of call when i have encountered a problem, and it has always
been able to answer my questions straight away. i have to say the final chapter of this book is, well, a little odd!

after the clear technical explanations and superbly detailed practical advice of the preceding 250 pages, it came as
a bit of a surprise to find a two-page poem written by bob katz, presumably as he waited for the client to arrive for

his mastering session one day. [see bob's reply to this review.]however, despite this somewhat unorthodox
contribution there are still some thought-provoking words: it seems amazing, but it's not until you've read five

chapters into the book that you stumble into the often confusing (or is it just confused) world of decibels, and how
they relate to the various metering systems in common use. the complex issues of digital overs, oversampling

meters, sensible recording headroom, and safe peak mastering levels. at this point katz hints at one of the
fundamental mastering concerns loudness. this is clearly a subjective term, but one which can be made almost

objective according to katz by adopting carefully calibrated monitoring levels. so there follows an involved
discussion on gain staging, optimised signal levels, and the typical peak levels and dynamic ranges associated with

different applications: recording, broadcast and mastering. 5ec8ef588b
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